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NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use o£ this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Server equipment characterized by having an Internet resource information storage means to memorize the

Internet resource information which is the information for accessing the Internet resource which said each user specified

for every user in the server equipment for a communication terminal being connected through a network and connecting

said communication terminal to the Internet.

[Claim 2] Server equipment characterized by having an access processing means to perform processing for making the

communication terminal concerned access the Internet resource corresponding to said Internet resource information

specified from the communication terminal side concerned in server equipment according to claim 1 when a

conmiunication terminal was connected through said network. ^

[Claim 3] Server equipment characterized by having an Internet resource information transmitting means to transmit the

Internet resource information memorized for said Internet resource information storage means to the communication
terminal concerned in server equipment according to claim 1 when a commimication terminal is connected through said

network.

[Claim 4] It is server equipment which has a user specific information receiving means to receive the user specific

information for specifying said user from said commimication terminal in server equipment according to claim 3, and is

characterized by said Internet resource information transmitting means transmitting said Internet resource information

about the user corresponding to said user speciflc information to the user concerned.

[Claim 5] The communication terminal characterized by having a resource access means to access said Internet resource

corresponding to the Internet resource information concerned, based on said Internet resource information which is the

communication terminal connected through server equipment and said network according to claim 1 , and was memorized
by said Internet resource information storage means.

[Claim 6] The communication terminal characterized by to have an Internet resource temporary storage means to

memorize temporarily said Internet resource information which is the communication terminal connected through server

equipment and said network according to claim 3 or 4, and was transmitted, amd a resource access means to access said

Internet resource corresponding to said Internet resource information machine ****** which memorized for said Internet

resource temporary storage means, and the Internet resource information concerned.

[Claim 7] In the control approach of the server equipment for a conununication terminal being connected through a

network and connecting said communication terminal to the Internet The Internet resource information storage process of

memorizing beforehand the Internet resource information which is the information for accessing the Internet resource

which said each user specified for every user. Access down stream processing which performs processing for making the

communication terminal concerned access the Internet resource corresponding to said Internet resource information

specified from the communication terminal side concerned when a communication terminal is connected through said

network, The control approach of the server equipment characterized by preparation ******.

[Claim 8] In the control approach of the server equipment for a communication terminal being connected through a

network and connecting said communication terminal to the Internet The Internet resource information storage process of

memorizing beforehand the Internet resource information which is the information for accessing the Internet resource

specified by said each user for every user, The control approach of the server equipment characterized by having the

Internet resource information transmitting process of transmitting said Internet resource inforaiation memorized to the

communication terminal concerned when a communication terminal was connected through said network.

[Claim 9] The control approach of the communication terminal characterized by to have the resource access process

which accesses said Internet resource corresponding to the Internet resource information concerned based on said

Internet resource information temporarily remembered to be the Internet resource temporary-storage process of

memorizing temporarily said Internet resource information which is the control approach of the communication terminal

connected through server equipment and said network according to claim 3 or 4, and was transmitted.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the control approach of server equipment, a communication terminal,

and server equipment, and the control approach of a communication terminal, and relates to the technique for accessing

the Internet resource which exists in URL (Uniform Resource Location) which the user registered beforehand especially.

[0002]
[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, the technique of offering information through a comm\mication line to a

communication terminal is loiown. For example, if it is personal computer communications, a user's communication

terminal can be connected to the host computer of a personal-computer-conmiunications firm through the telephone line,

and the information which a host computer offers can be acquired. Moreover, when accessing the Internet, a user's

commxmication terminal is connected to a provider, and the user is provided with the information on the Internet when a

provider makes connection with the Internet by proxy. In this case, the provider offers the information on the Internet by

giving an IP address (Internet protocol address) to the connected communication terminal. By the way, generally the

whereabouts of the information offered on the Internet will be expressed with URL, and will perform various displays

etc. to a conununication terminal based on this URL.
[0003] For example, ifURL is http://www.XYZ.co.jp/DRCT/file_name, it will use a http protocol, and it is "www.XYZ.
The browser is to acquire the object file "file name" which accesses a host computer called co.jp" and is in the "DRCT"
directory, and to display on the display of a conmiunication terminal. Since it is very long and complicated, URL
mentioned above is difficult for each user memorizing depending on the case. Then, in the former, when the user

concerned makes URL corresponding to the favorite Internet resource register into the store (for example, external

storage, such as a hard disk) of a communication terminal (storage), URL memorized whenever it accessed the Internet is

displayed on a display and a user performs selection actuation, it is made to perform the display corresponding to the

selected URL concerned.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Registration of the above-mentioned conventional URL needed to be

performed for every conmiimication terminal, and even if it was the same user, when communication terminals differed,

there was a trouble that it had to register for every commimication terminal. Then, the purpose of this invention is to

offer the control approach of the server equipment which can access the Internet resource easily using URL registered

beforehand, a conmiunication terminal, and server equipment, and the control approach of a communication terminal,

even if it mitigates the time and effort of registration a user's URL, and communication terminals differ, if it is the same

user.

[0005]
[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the technical problem mentioned above, the configuration according to

claim 1 is characterized by having an Internet resource information storage means to memorize the Internet resoiu"ce

information which is the information for accessing the Internet resource which said each user specified for every user in

the server equipment for a conmiunication terminal being coimected through a network and connecting said

conmiunication terminal to the Internet.

[0006] In the configuration according to claim 1 , the configuration according to claim 2 is characterized by having an

access processing means to perform processing for making the conmiimication terminal concemed access the Internet

resource corresponding to said Internet resource information specified from the conununication terminal side concemed,

when a commimication terminal is coimected through said network.

[0007] In the configiu^tion according to claim 1, the configuration according to claim 3 is characterized by having an

Internet resource information transmitting means to transmit the Internet resource information memorized for said

Internet resource information storage means, to the communication terminal concerned, when a communication terminal

is coimected through said network.

[0008] In the configuration according to claim 3, a configuration according to claim 4 has a user specific information

receiving means to receive the user specific information for specifying said user from said communication terminal, and

is characterized by said Intemet resource information transmitting means transmitting said Internet resource information

about the user corresponding to said user specific information to the user concemed.

[0009] A configuration according to claim 5 is a communication terminal connected through server equipment and said

network according to claim 1, and is characterized by having a resource access means to access said Intemet resource

corresponding to ie Intemet resource information concemed, based on said Intemet resource information memorized by
said Intemet resource information storage means.
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[0010] A configuration according to claim 6 is a communication terminal connected through server equipment and said

network according to claim 3 or 4, and is characterized by to have an Internet resource temporary storage means
memorize said transmitted Internet resource information temporarily, and a resoiux:e access means access said Internet

resource corresponding to said Internet resource information machine ****** which memorized for said Internet

resource temporaiy storage means, and the Internet resource information concerned.

[001 1] In the control approach of server equipment to connect a conunimication terminal through a network and for a

configuration according to claim 7 connect said conununication terminal to the Internet The Internet resource

information storage process ofmemorizing beforehand the Internet resource information which is the information for

accessing the Internet resource which said each user specified for every user, Access down stream processing which

performs processing for making the communication terminal concerned access the Internet resource corresponding to

said Internet resource information specified fi-om the conununication terminal side concerned when a communication

terminal is connected through said network, It is characterized by preparation ******.

[0012] In the control approach of server equipment to connect a communication terminal through a network and for a

configuration according to claim 8 connect said conununication terminal to the Internet The Internet resource

information storage process ofmemorizing beforehand the Internet resource information which is the information for

accessing the Internet resource specified by said each user for every user. When a communication terminal is connected

through said network, it is characterized by having the Internet resource information transmitting process of transmitting

said memorized Internet resource information, to the communication terminal concerned.

[0013] A configiuation according to claim 9 is the control approach of the commxmication terminal connected through

server equipment and said network according to claim 3 or 4, and is characterized by to have the resource access process

which accesses said Internet resoiu'ce corresponding to the Internet resource information concerned based on said

Internet resource information temporarily remembered to be the Internet resource temporary-storage process of

memorizing said transmitted Internet resource information temporarily.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, the suitable operation gestalt of this invention is explained with reference to a

drawing.

[0015] [1] Configuration of an operation gestalt [1.1] The outline block diagram of an operation gestalt is shown in the

outline block diagram 1 . As shown in drawing 1 , this operation gestalt is constituted so that the center 300 which

contractors, such as a provider, have may provide a user's personal digital assistant equipment 100 with information

through a commimication line (migration network 200).

[0016] Personal digital assistant equipment 100 is an information processor which has the information processor

cormected to migration communication device lOOA, such as a cellular phone and a land mobile radiotelephone, or a

telephone function, and is connected to the migration network 200 through a base station BS.

[0017] The migration network 200 constitutes the network concerning mobile conununication, such as a cellular phone,

and is equipped with the migration exchange 201 and INTAWAKU equipment (IWE) 202. The migration exchange 201

is the exchange which held the circuit ofpersonal digital assistant equipment 100 which has joined the communication

service corresponding to the migration network 200. INTAWAKU equipment 202 is the subscriber exchange of center

300 dedication, and INTAWAKU equipment 202 and a center 300 are cormected through the dedicated line.

[0018] A center 300 is for offering the fimction as server equipment concerning this invention, and is later mentioned

about the detailed configuration. The center 300 is further cormected to the Internet 400 and the centers 501, 502, and

503 of the other company, and personal digital assistant equipment 100 can be provided now with the information

offered fi-om the internet servers 401 and 402 on the Internet 400, or the information offered from the centers 501, 502,

and 503 of the other company.

[0019] [1.2] Explain the configuration of a center 300 with reference to the configuration, next drawing 2 of a center.

First, it cormects with INTAWAKU equipment 202 through the dedicated line, and the center 300 has realized an

Internet access service and contents offer service by the agent server 301 so that it may illustrate.

[0020] More specifically, an Internet access service is service for offering the information on the Internet by making the

Internet access in a simple procedure. On the other hand, contents offer service is service which offers the information

which a center 300 holds under high security, and the information which the center of the other company (the 501 or B
company center 502 ofA company centers, C company center 503) holds in the format which was suitable for personal

digital assistant equipment 100 after charging.

[0021] Moreover, with this operation gestalt, it is made the different telephone number fi-om the telephone number for

information offer which is the telephone number of the cbrmection place of the user at the time of cormecting in order to

receive the telephone number for Internet cormectivities which is the telephone number of the cormection place of the

user at the time of cormecting in order to receive offer of an "Internet access service", and offer of "contents offer

service." Therefore, in the center 300 side, the service which should be offered with the telephone number of a

cormection place is distinguished. And also in offer of which service, information is offered using the Internet Protocol

which gave and gave the IP address (Internet protocol address) to cormected personal digital assistant equipment 100.

[0022] By the way, since an "Internet access service" is service which only provides a personal digital assistant 100 with

the information on the Internet 400 as it is, the not much strict user authentication approach is not required. Rather, the

user is demanding to be quickly cormectable in a simple procedure. On the other hand, since "contents offer service" is

service which offers information which needs accounting or offers information based on the individual humanity news
registered beforehand, the user authentication approach that security is more high is required. Then, in an "Internet access

service", it attests based on the subscriber (telephone) number contained in the call setup signal sent in case personal

digital assistant equipment 100 performs a cormection request using the telephone number for Internet cormectivities, and
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an IP address is given. Therefore, a user will only call to the telephone number for Internet connectivities, can access the

Internet 400, and becomes possible [ accessing the Internet more quickly as compared with the case where authentication

using user ID, a password, etc. is perfonned like before ]. On the other hand, in "contents offer service", it is attesting

based on user ID and a password besides the subscriber (telephone) number contained in the call setup signal sent in case

personal digital assistant equipment 100 performs a connection request using the telephone number telephone number for

information offer. Therefore, although the quick nature of connection becomes low as compared with the case of an

Internet access service, it becomes possible [ securing higher security ].

[0023] In order to offer service to a user, a center 300 is equipped with the various servers (the agent server 301, the

customer server 302, the accounting server 303, a fire wall 304, the contents server 306, and web server 307) shown in

drawing 2 , and is constituted by such an "Internet access service" and "contents offer service" as a network system.

[0024] The agent server 301 of a center 300 is a server for performing cooperation of user authentication or each server,

and also performs processing of conversion of a display format besides being network maintenance and monitor, offer of

application, etc. Moreover, when the data format which can be displayed has a limit in personal digital assistant

equipment 100, external contents, such as contents on the Internet 400 and contents of the centers 501, 502, and 503 of

the other company, are changed into the data of display form suitable for a personal digital assistant 100.

[0025] The customer server 302 is a server which memorized the customer data containing URL (= Internet resource

information) beforehand registered for every user mentioned later, and transmits customer data to other servers with

directions of an agent server. Other servers which received customer data by this can perform processing for information

offer based on customer data.

[0026] A fire wall 304 is the server for protecting a center 300 from the exterior connected to the Internet 400, and

performs sorting of the data to pass etc. The contents server 306 is a server which memorized the information (contents)

for providing for a personal digital assistant 100. Moreover, a web server 307 is a server for offering the various

information containing image information, such as a homepage using GUI, and speech information.

[0027] [1.3] a customer database - here, explain the customer data memorized by the customer server 302. The
information about a user (customer) registered in order to receive contents offer service from a center 300 is recorded for

every subscriber's number of a personal digital assistant 1 00, and is managed as a customer database, and the customer

server 302 was transmitted from the agent server 301 - it is based a subscriber's number (personal digital assistant

equipment 100 is contained in the call setup signal sent at the time of a connection request), and data can be searched

now.

[0028] An example of the contents of the customer database is shown in drawing 3 . The customer database has

memorized URL which authentication information, individual humanity news, and the user concerned registered

corresponding to a subscriber's number, as shown in drawing 3 . Although user authentication information consists of

user ID, a password, etc. and user ID and a password are the information which the user registered beforehand at the time

of a contract, a password can be updated to arbitration.

[0029] With this operation gestalt, user ID and a password are used as information which specifies the user linked to a

network, using a subscriber's number as information which specifies the personal digital assistant equipment 100 linked

to a center 300. Therefore, to offering information, if the subscriber's number which specifies connected personal digital

assistant equipment 100 above "an Internet access service" is registered into the customer database, if the user

authentication information which specifies the subscriber's number and user who specify connected personal digital

assistant equipment 100 is not registered into a customer database, information will not be offered with "contents offer

service." That is, in "communications service", since connection is permitted only after the subscriber's number and user

authentication information for specifying personal digital assistant equipment 100 are in agreement, even if a third

person sends a connection request fi-om personal digital assistant equipment 100' which is different in the personal digital

assistant equipment 100 which receives imjustly the user ID and the password which are user authentication information,

and is registered into the customer database, connection is not permitted. Or even if it is the case where an inaccurate

user uses the personal digital assistant 100 registered into the customer database, connection will be permitted to him if

the inaccurate user concerned does not know the user ID and the password which are user authentication information.

[0030] Next, the individual humanity news of a customer database consists of a subscriber name, the address, a birth

date, etc. In case such a customer*s individual humanity news offers characteristic information for each customer of

every, it is transmitted to the server which performs processing concerning offer of the information. In addition, with this

operation gestalt, after performing user authentication in "contents offer service" so that a third person cannot use

individual humanity news fi-eely, it is transmitted to other servers.

[003 1] Moreover, two or more registration of the URL corresponding to the Internet resource with which a user often

accesses Registration URL is carried out. As shown in drawing 3 , more specifically, the registration URL corresponding

to subscriber's-number = "010-11-12345" is ** http:/AVWW.ABC** http:/AVWW.DEF/GHI/** http:/AVWW.JKL.... In

addition, in drawing 3 , although only URL is indicated, it is desirable to constitute so that a name intelligible for each

URL may be made to register and it may be made to memorize that a user's user-fi-iendliness should be improved. When
two or more Internet resources which a user often accesses exist by this, the Internet resource concerned can be quickly

accessed rather than it inputs URL one by one difficult whenever a user connects with a network. If even a subscriber's

number (the need is accepted and they are user ID and a password further) is in agreement even when the information

processors (a computer, PDA, etc.) which constitute a communication terminal 100 by furthermore registering URL into

the server differ. Registration URL can be used, and even when the information processors which a user uses differ, it is

not necessary to newly register.

[0032] [2] Explain actuation of an operation gestalt, next actuation of this operation gestalt.

[2.1] Explain the case of an "Internet access service" for the authentication actuation in this operation gestalt as an
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example with reference to authentication actuation **** and the sequence flow chart of drawing 4 . A user sends the call

setup signal which contains a subscriber's number to the migration network 200 with personal digital assistant equipment

100, and performs a connection request (step SlOl). The migration network 200 transmits the received subscriber's

number to a center 300 while performing a line connection based on a connection request (step SI 02).

[0033] A center 300 attests based on the received subscriber's number, and the negotiation which is processing of

synchronous establishment etc. between personal digital assistants 100 is performed (step SI 03). In this case,

authentication which can be set is performed based on whether the received subscriber's number is registered into the

customer database in the customer server 302, as explained previously. And after a negotiation is completed, a center 300
assigns an IP address to personal digital assistant equipment 100, and transmits the assigned IP address to the migration

network 200 (step SI 04). The IP address which is not used for other personal digital assistants etc. out of the IP address

which the center 300 has managed beforehand at the time of authentication is used for assignment of an IP address. Next,

the migration network 200 transmits an IP address to personal digital assistant equipment 100 (step SI 05). Then, in

between personal digital assistant equipment 100 and a center 300, the data transmission and reception using an IP

address are performed (step SI 06).

[0034] [2.1.1] the access actuation to the Internet resource using Registration URL — here explains the access actuation

to the Internet resource using Registration URL as an example of data transmission and reception. In the following

explanation, the subscriber's number transmitted to the migration network 200 by personal digital assistant equipment
100 shall be "010-11-12345'* (refer to drawing 3 ). First, the agent server 301 of a center 300 accesses the customer
server 302, and makes the registration URL corresponding to subscriber's-number = "010-1 1-12345" transmit. Thereby,

the agent server 301 displays Registration URL (or name corresponding to Registration URL) on the display screen of

the display which personal digital assistant equipment 100 does not illustrate, and performs the display to which selection

by the user is xn-ged. By this, when a user chooses one of the registration URL, the agent server 301 will be connected to

the Internet 400 through a router Rl 1, a router R12, and a fire wall 304, and personal digital assistant equipment 100 will

be accessed at the corresponding Internet resource.

[0035] [3] Modification of an operation gestalt [3.1] In the 1st [ or more ]-modification explanation Although the agent

server 304 was considering as the configuration which performs the display to which Registration URL (or name
corresponding to Registration URL) is displayed on the display screen of the display which personal digital assistant

equipment 100 does not illustrate, and selection by the user is urged It is also possible to transmit Registration URL (and

name corresponding to Registration URL) to the personal digital assistant equipment 1 00 side, and to constitute like the

conventional terminal imit, by the browser by the side of personal digital assistant equipment 100, so that the access

control to a display, and a network resource besides IN may be performed.

[0036] [3.2] In the 2nd modification above-mentioned implementation gestalt, although the migration network 200 was
explained as an example as a public line, you may be a fixed network. In this case, the telephone of immobilization will

correspond to a communication terminal 1 00, and the exchange of a fixed network will correspond to the migration

exchange 201. Moreover, what is necessary is just to constitute in the telephone of the conventional immobilization, so

that it may replace with the telephone of the immobilization which is a commimication terminal 100 and the exchange
may transmit the subscriber's-number data of the conummicadon terminal 100 concerned to a center 300 since

subscriber's-nimiber data are not transmitted at the time of call origination. In this case, at step SI 01 shown in drawing 4 ,

the call signal which does not contain subscriber's-number data fi-om a communication terminal 1 00 will be transmitted.

[0037] [3.3] In the 3rd modification above-mentioned implementation gestalt, although subscriber*s-number data were
used, if it is data which can specify the communication terminal 100 concerned, it is also possible to constitute so that

what kind of data may be used. For example, what is necessary is just to constitute so that the device number (product

serial number) of the communication terminal 100 proper concerned may be used.

[0038] [4] Since the information about URL can be registered into a server side according to this operation gestalt as the

operation gestah carried out effectiveness ****, it is not necessary to register URL well used for every terminal unit

equipment, and the so-called bookmark browsing can be once performed only by registration for every user using various

terminal \mits which a user holds.

[0039]

[Effect of the Invention] according to this invention, it constitutes so that the Internet resource information may be
memorized to a server side, and it is under the control by the side of a server — it is — it becomes possible to access the

Internet resource corresponding to the Internet resource information concerned under the control by the side of a

conununication terminal. Consequently, if it is the same user, mitigating the time and effort of registration of a user, even
if conmiunication terminals differ, the so-called bookmark browsing can be easily performed using URL registered

beforehand.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Drawing 1] It is drawing showing the whole operation gestalt configuration.

[Drawing 21 It is drawing showing the configuration of a center.

[Drawing 3] It is drawing showing an example of a customer database.

[Drawing 4] It is an operating-sequence flow chart in an Internet access service.

[Description of Notations]
100 .... Personal digital assistant

BS .... Base station

200 .... Migration network
201 .... Migration exchange

202 .... INTAWAKU equipment
300 .... Center

301 .... Agent server

302 .... Customer server

304 .... Firewall

306 .... Contents server

307 .... Web server

400 .... Internet

401 402 .... The Internet top server

501, 502, 503 .... Center of the other company
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[Drawing 3]
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